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Discover the magic of Aztec culture through our new 
cocktail menu inspired by the legend of the Aztec 
SUN. 

Each cocktail has been designed to evoke the 
essential elements of the legend, from the freshness 
of the morning to the heat of midday and the 
darkness of night. 

Enjoy a unique blend of flavors and textures that will 
take you on an exciting journey through this 
fascinating culture.

$20 USD   

EACH CREATION AT



• Tequila Don Julio 70

• Aperol

• Tangerine Based Oil

• Dry Vermouth

• Lime Juice

Indulge in the darkness before the creation of the 
suns with this mystical cocktail.

 It is in the darkness that we contemplate and build 
a future that will shine brightly.

 The most significant decisions often come to us in 
the stillness of the dark. Let this cocktail take you on 
a journey through the shadows, where you will 
discover the secrets of the universe and unlock the 
power within yourself.

Black

| 180 ml*ANY TIME COCKTAIL



Into the void



• Whiskey Bulleit Bourbon 

•  Saint Germain liquor

 • Joyita Cedar liquor

•Orange Juice

• Raspberry & Blackberry Pulp

Red

Experience the power of the first Aztec sun with our 
Fire and Jaguar cocktail.

This drink will transport you to the intense heat of 
the original sun, whose blazing strength made life 
on Earth impossible. 

Only those who survived were consumed by a rain 
of jaguars sent by the gods.

| 480 ml*ANY TIME COCKTAIL



Its raining jaguars



• Unión Uno Espadin Mezcal

• Pineapple Giffard 1885 liquor

• Cinnamon Syrup

• Liquor Canadiense

•Grapefruit Juice

• Pineapple Juice

This cocktail represents the second sun, the sun of 
the earth and the main symbol of which was the 
feathered serpent. 

The flavors of this drink will transport you to a 
mystical journey where the elements of the earth 
come alive in every sip. 

The serpent's wisdom and power is embodied in 
the bold and earthy taste that awakens your senses 
and connects you to the ancient Aztec culture. Let 
the storm of flavors in this drink awaken your spirit 
and take you on a journey through time and space.

Indigo

| 330 ml*ANY TIME COCKTAIL



The perfect storm



The third sun was corrupted by bad intentions, and 
this drink represents its desolate era. 

During this period, humanity was transformed into 
birds that flew all over the world. 

This sun was in tune with the element of air, and its 
main sign was birds. In our cocktail, we evoke that 
spirit of freedom with flavors from different parts of 
the world, so you can taste the flavor of freedom 
with every sip.

Violet

• Tanqueray No. 10

• Chambord

• Passion Flower Tea

• Grasshopper Salt Mix

| 240 ml*ANY TIME COCKTAIL



Birds of prey



Blue

• Xila Mexican Appetizer

•White Vermouth

• Mango Pulp

• Jägermeister

Dive into the depths of the fourth sun and discover 
the secrets that lie within its waters.

This drink, which represents the most mystical and 
powerful element of the universe, water, will 
transport you to a world of exquisite colors and 
flavors. 

The fish, symbol of the main sign of this sun, swim in 
harmony in every sip, creating a unique and 
mystical experience that will leave you breathless. 
Discover the power of the fourth sun and feel the 
energy of water in every drink.

| 210 ml*APPERITIVE



Shape of the water



Orange

• Zacapa Rum Centenario 23

• Captain Morgan

• Ancho Reyes liquor

• Agave Honey

•Mix Monalisa (Grapefruit, Tangerine)

This magical elixir embodies the unstoppable spirit 
of humanity. 

The Eternal Flame, as we call it, is the fire that burns 
in our hearts and drives us towards great 
achievements. Its evocative spiciness will transport 
you to a mystical dimension and connect you with 
the spiritual power of humanity. 

Close your eyes, and feel the sacred fire of the 
Eternal Flame burning inside you.

| 480 ml*ANY TIME COCKTAIL



The eternal flame



Yellow

• Passion Fruit Pulp

• Zacapa Amber Rum Solera 12

•  Evaporated Milk

• Condensed Milk

• Explosive Passion Fruit Pearls

This sublime elixir represents the Fifth Sun, 
which achieved cosmic balance by breaking free 
from the dominance of the divine beings.

In their generous sacrifice, the gods allowed 
humanity to thrive and reach its true potential. 
With every sip of this divine nectar, you will 
embark on a spiritual journey to the source of the 
cosmos, where you can experience the wisdom 
and harmony that emanate from the balance 
between heaven and earth.

Let the Fifth Sun illuminate your soul with its 
divine light.

| 270 ml*DIGESTIVE



The last sun



Green

• Vodka

• Gran Malo liquor

• Apple Juice

• Mint Syrup

Indulge in the hope for a better future and the 
reverence for our only home, the Earth, with this 
mystical drink. 

Let the flavors of this magnificent planet take you 
on a journey of wonder and awe, as you savor the 
notes of the land in every sip.

This drink represents the care and love we have for 
our planet and the promise of a better tomorrow.

Embrace the magic of this drink and let it fill you 
with the energy to make a difference in the world.

| 230 ml*APPERITIVE



Our green future



@sunsetmonalisa


